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Executive Summary 
Purpose: 

DarkLab Pty Ltd will build and manage a destination public artwork at Ida Bay. The artwork entitled TRANSFORMER by Doug Aitken will attract 30,000 
people each year with visitors staying and exploring Southern Tasmania. 

Vision: 

By 2025 the Artwork will be regarded as a work of international significance, a symbol of regeneration to Tasmania. 

Goals: 

Goal 1: Deliver and maintain an artwork of exceptional quality and international significance 

Strategies: 

1.1 Under Doug Aitken’s direction, install an artwork of exceptional quality, with reference to the local region, landscape and stakeholders 

1.2 Develop and deliver ongoing sustainable art management, horticultural, operational and risk management plans with quality controls and 
regular reporting 

Goal 2: Attract 30,000 people each year, with 60% of attendees spending money with local businesses in Southern Tasmania 

Strategies: 

2.1 Leverage the current attendance at Hastings Caves and Thermal Springs and the Tahune AirWalk 

2.2 Deliver and maintain an annual marketing campaign that promotes the Artwork and surrounding region to Mona and Dark Mofo followers 

2.3  Promote the Artwork during Dark Mofo to attract visitors during the winter off-season (Dark Mofo 2019: total attendances 242,437; 
interstate/international visitors 19,609) 
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Background 
 
 
What is Project X? 

During the summer of 2019 dry lightning strikes ignited bushfires in southern Tasmania, threatening communities in the Huon Valley, creating major 
disruption and causing considerable damage across many remote wilderness areas. The aftermath of the fires impacted significantly on tourism and 
visitation numbers in the region, triggering enduring damage to local businesses in the Valley.  

Project X is a DarkLab initiative established through the support of combined State and Federal funding to reinvigorate visitation to the Huon Valley 
(Southern Trove) region after the devastating impact of the 2019 summer fires. 

The Tasmanian Government has contributed $500,000 to the project with an additional $1.5 million grant from the federal government. 

Project X comprises a series of immersive artworks from high profile artists designed to bring visitors back into the region, connecting them to the 
unique natural values of the region’s environment. 

The artworks are sited in diverse locations within the fire affected region, each offering distinct forms of encounter and providing opportunities to 
engage with and reflect on the ecological, social and cultural context of the Valley. 

Project X seeks to encourage ways for visitors to deepen their experience within the region and will facilitate simultaneous activities that add value, 
open up, enrich understanding of and connection to Project X artworks and the Valley for the community and visitors. 

The increased visitation to the region generated by Project X is intended to bolster bushfire recovery, using art as a vehicle for creative, social and 
economic regeneration in the Huon Valley. 

Project X will culminate with a permanent public artwork of international significance by American artist Doug Aitken entitled Transformer located in the 
Ida Bay Reserve in the far south of Tasmania. 

 

Project X acknowledges and respects the palawa/pakana people as the traditional and ongoing owners and custodians of lutruwita. We acknowledge 
and pay respect to the Lyluequonny as the traditional and continuing custodians of the land on which Project X will engage. We pay our respects to 
elders past, present and future, and acknowledge that sovereignty has never been ceded. 
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Actual View from the Proposed Site 

Ida Bay State Reserve 

The Ida Bay Reserve has been selected for the installation of this major land-based artwork due to its natural beauty and proximity to pristine 
waterways and Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Areas. Ida Bay is a small settlement 100km South of Hobart. It is at the end of the southern-
most sealed road in the country.  

The Ida Bay Railway, also located on this site, has a long history as a heritage eco-tourist venture drawing visitors to the State’s far south. During the 
past decade the Ida Bay Railway has faced regulatory and financial hurdles, challenges familiar to heritage railway businesses across the world. These 
challenges have, so far, proved insurmountable to the ongoing viability of the Ida Bay Railway venture. 

DarkLab sees a unique opportunity for a sensitive development within the Ida Bay State Reserve facilitating a controlled adaptation of usage of the site 
to create a viable tourist offering for the 21st century. Transformer is a land-based artwork that immerses its audience in the landscape, enhancing the 
viewer’s experience of the natural values of the reserve. It promotes the seemingly infinite southern Tasmanian wilderness which lies beyond. All new 
development lies within the designated visitor services zone of the reserve and either meets or exceeds standards for comfort, safety, accessibility and 
financial management set out in the Reserve Standards Framework, which also specifies this area as being appropriate for the development of a visitor 
centre. 

Built alongside the artwork, a Visitor Welcome Centre located within the heritage precinct will sensitively conserve the industrial heritage values of the 
site, ensuring conservation and communication of the site’s heritage values to a global audience for decades to come. 

These new, high quality visitor services will enable a better interpretation and visitor experience of the natural and cultural values of the reserve and 
the wider southern Tasmanian region. 
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History of Ida Bay Railway 

In 1919 an abandoned timber tramway was improved and extended to transport limestone from a number of quarries to be loaded onto river ships and 
freighted to Electrona, near Margate. Limestone was required for the preparation of calcium carbide to make acetylene gas, used mainly for lighting. 

Freight operations ceased in 1975 and following strong community action the land was purchased by the Tasmanian Government in 1977. Various lease 
holders ran the railway for years struggling to make a profit, the last of which terminated in 2018 after a derailment. Currently the railway line is not at 
the required standard for safe operation with extensive remediation required to reach benchmarks set by the National Rail Safety Regulator. The 
heritage assets have fallen into a state of serious disrepair.  
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About the Artist 

Doug Aitken is an American artist and filmmaker. His work explores every medium, from sculpture, film and installations to architectural interventions. 
His films often explore the modern condition, and his installations create immersive cinematic experiences.  

He has collaborated with numerous artists and musicians and his work has been exhibited in museums around the world.  

In September 2016 a major survey of Aitken’s work opened at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (MOCA) and subsequently travelled to 
the Modern Museum at Fort Worth in mid 2017. December 2016 marked the installation one of his most ambitious projects to date, a trio of 
Underwater Pavilions tethered to the seabed off the coast of Catalina Island, California. This project was followed in 2017 by Mirage, a site-specific 
sculpture that takes the form of a home completely covered in mirrors and set in the heart of 
the Californian desert. Mirage has subsequently been installed in Detroit, MI (2018) and is 
currently on view in Gstaad, Switzerland (2019).  

In July 2019 Aitken launched the project New Horizon, a multifaceted art event challenging the 
notion of art in the 21st century. The project was composed of a series of live events across the 
state of Massachusetts, centred around a stunning reflective hot air balloon and gondola. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mirage Gstaad, Switzerland (2019) 
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Aitken’s Underwater Pavilions is another example of the artist’s spectacular yet sensitive amplification of the landscape. A trio of 4-meter-wide 
dodecahedron-shaped shells, fabricated from mirror panels and a composite designed to accumulate algae and other sea life, were plunged underwater 
off the coast of Los Angeles in 2016. Aitken invited the audience - snorkelers, scuba divers, and aquatic mammals alike - to dive into the water to 
experience the Pavilions. The structures, which intercepted and fragmented their surrounds through shape and reflectivity, also built a vibrant, living 
ecosystem. 

The work operates as an observatory for ocean life, creating a variety of converging perceptual encounters. Both aesthetic and scientific, Underwater 
Pavilions puts the local marine environment and the global challenges around ocean conservation in dialogue with the history of art, inviting the viewer 
to write a contemporary narrative of the ocean and to participate in its protection. 
 

Underwater Pavilions, Fort Worth (2016) 
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Imagine an artwork that seamlessly merges the viewer with the landscape. The artwork is a pavilion 
entirely reflective on the inside, a lens consisting of angles and facets. It focuses on the sky and the 
surrounding landscape, its exterior physicality falling away once entered, dissolving into a new way 
of seeing the surrounding environment. TRANSFORMER appears to be continuously changing from 
day to night and through the seasons. It is a beacon that draws visitors to the Huon Valley.
 
The pavilion reflects the landscape, capturing the constant change as nature rebuilds and restores 
the previously burnt earth with new vegetation. The viewer can visit repeatedly, watching the 
landscape evolve, each experience to this kaleidoscopic installation different and new. 
 
This site-specific artwork, TRANSFORMER will be innovative and allow for a crossover of contemporary 
art, architecture and ecology. The pavilion acts as a catalyst that pushes the viewer to explore the 
lush landscape and creates a starting point for exploring the end of the road and the nature that 
lies beyond.

The sculpture would be sited at the end of the road in the Huon Valley and function both as a 
spectacular destination and a starting point for the visitor to discover the natural landscape of the 
region. The visitors make a journey to the valley to see the artwork and then are inspired to further 
their own experience as they experience the natural beauty that surrounds the artwork. 

TRANSFORMER

The Artwork 
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THE 
END OF 
THE ROAD.
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AN ARTWORK 
CREATED OUT OF 
THE SKY, EARTH & 

LANDSCAPE.
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A HUB FOR THE SOUTHERN 
REGION OF THE HUON 
VALLEY, POSITIONED 
STRATEGICALLY AT THE END 
OF THE ROAD IN IDA BAY.  
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Visitor Welcome Centre 
To support the artwork, a Visitor Welcome Centre hosting a café, ticket sales facilities and toilets will be constructed at the entry to the site. The Centre 
will be designed by Tasmanian firm Cumulus Studio Architects within the heritage railway site. Play St Landscape Architects has been engaged to 
develop a sensitive landscape design with boardwalk trail to the artwork. Both architectural firms worked on the acclaimed Cradle Mountain Visitors’ 
Centre. 
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Corporate Details  
 

 

 

 

 DIRECTOR 
(David Walsh) 

 CREATIVE DIRECTOR 

 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR  
Business Development + 

Strategy 
 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
Dark Mofo + Special 

Projects  
MANAGER 

Venues + Hospitality  MARKETING 
DIRECTOR 

 

MOORILLA ESTATE PTY LTD  
(MONA) 

Services: Accounting, 
People & Culture, 

Ticketing, Front of House,  
IT Services 

 DARKLAB PTY LTD 

Ownership 
 
Principal:  DarkLab Pty Ltd (Private Company) 
   ABN 51 615 687 566 
   Level 1, 110 Murray St, Hobart 
 
Artist:   Doug Aitken Inc (Private Company) 
   610 Crestmoore Place  
   Venice, CA 90291, USA 
 
Land Owner:  Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Service 

(State Government) 

DarkLab Pty Ltd 

Corporate Structure 

Corporate Structure: 
 

• The TRANSFORMER venture will be owned and operated by DarkLab Pty 
Ltd, a private company owned by David Walsh. 

• DarkLab Pty Ltd employs 25 FTEs to deliver various projects including Dark 
Mofo and year-round venues Odeon Theatre and In the Hanging Garden. 

• The TRANSFORMER venture will operate as a project within DarkLab Pty 
Ltd, similar to Dark Mofo. 

• DarkLab Pty Ltd will underwrite the venture’s financial risk. 
• DarkLab Pty Ltd will outsource the café and operations of the venture to a 

third party leasee who will live onsite. 
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Project Construction Budget 
 

expenditure 
 

status 

Construction of the Artwork $3.6m  

Construction of Visitor’s Centre + Other Infrastructure incl landscaping $3.5m  

construction subtotal expenditure $7.1m  

Design, documentation, marketing, project management and admin $1.6m  

total expenditure $8.7m 
 

   

income 
  

Australian + Tasmanian Government (Project X) $1.0m Secured 2019 

David Walsh $1.5m Secured 2021 

Tasmanian Government $2.7m Secured 2021 

Australian Government $3.5m Tentative 2021* 
*David Walsh to cash flow until final confirmation 

total income $8.7m 
 

 
Timeline 
DA Submitted December 2020 

Build Commences August 2021 

Build Completed May 2022 

Open June 2022 
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Project’s Impact on the Region 
 
 
The project will 
 

• create 28 new jobs (FTE) during construction and 28 jobs (FTE) ongoing1 
 

• deliver $4.8 million economic impact to the region (ongoing)1 
 

• deliver $4.2 million economic impact to the region (during construction)1 
 

• attract an estimated 30,000 visitors to Southern Tasmania each year 
 

 
Also, the Artwork 

• complements the surrounding businesses such as Hastings Caves and Thermal Springs; cafes and tourism businesses in the region; and slightly 
further afield, supports visitation to the Tahune AirWalk and tourist town of Geeveston restores the degraded infrastructure and facilities of the 
Ida Bay precinct with a new visitor centre and giftshop; the current tourism development on this site that is no longer proceeding 

• expands the existing tourism offerings in the region giving visitors more reasons to spend longer in the Southern Trove and stay overnight 

• attracts a broader audience of ‘art lovers’ to the region but also appeals to the existing family market of Tasmanians and locals alike, 
diversifying and enhancing the current tourism offerings 

• will attract visitors to the region during the traditionally low winter season for events such as Hobart’s Dark Mofo creating new business 
opportunities for the region 

• responds directly to the State Government’s T21 Tasmanian Visitor Economy Strategy as follows: 
 

PRIORITY 1 - Generate more demand for travel to Tasmania 

PRIORITY 3 - Invest in quality visitor infrastructure 

PRIORITY 4 - Building capability, capacity and community 

 

1 Economic Impact Analysis DarkLab TRANSFORMER Project, October 2020, IPM 
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The Artwork: 

• promotes distinct characteristics of Southern Tasmania’s landscape (Indigenous plants) and place (Huon Valley and Southern Trove) 

• combines the unique Tasmanian attributes of art and the environment 

• is underpinned by a well-resourced marketing campaign supported by Dark Mofo and Mona 

• supports Tasmania’s brand vision “inviting our visitors to experience an island of difference where they can feel enriched. .... the values of being 
unusual, connected, quality over quantity, quietly confident and passionate – none of which align with mass tourism.”2 

• aligns with Tourism Tasmania’s existing tourism strategies such as the winter campaign featuring Dark Mofo during the off-peak winter season 

• encourages regional dispersal of visitors through targeted marketing campaign and performance measurements against regional dispersal KPIs 

• delivers new nature-based eco-tourism offering within Tasmania’s national parks and reserves 

• stimulates new tourist demand to visit the region 

• delivers cultural infrastructure of quality and excellence, befitting the Mona brand 

 

Tasmania Wilderness World Heritage Area 
 
The land designated for the construction of the Artwork and Visitor Welcome Centre is not located in a Tasmania Wilderness World Heritage Area 
(TWWHA) as recognised through the World Heritage Convention. However, the precinct does neighbour TWWHA land.  
 
With this in mind the project will deliver a sensitive, low-impact commercial tourism activity that respects and elevates the environmental and cultural 
significance of the natural environment. It is designed to have minimal impact on the surrounding flora and fauna. The development will use 
sustainable building and adaptable re-use practices. The Visitor Welcome Centre we operate sustainably; reducing, reusing and recycling, with a strong 
focus on reducing waste to landfill.  
 
The venture is committed to measure and offset its carbon footprint and reduce unnecessary emissions. 
  

 
2 Tourism Tasmania Corporate Plan 2019-2022 
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Southport Lagoon Conservation Area 
 
The project respects the heritage significance of the Ida Bay area.  
 
The Ida Bay Railway, located on the State reserve, is noted on the Tasmanian Heritage Register. The statement of significance held on the Register 
states: “The Ida Bay Railway is the last original bush tram in Australia with the outer terminus being the southern-most railway station in the country.” 
 
The project’s development and operations will comply the: 
 
+ Southport Lagoon Conservation Area, George III Monument Historic Site and Ida Bay State Reserve Management Plan 2006 
 
+ Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 
 
+ National Parks and Reserves Management Act 2002 
 
+ Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 

+ Huon Valley Interim Planning Scheme 2015 

and other legislation relevant to the site’s development. 
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Operations Management 
 

DarkLab Pty Ltd 
to deliver:   
 1. Project Build 
 2. Ongoing Management 
 
  2.1 Oversee Operations Sub-contractor/Café Leasee 
  2.2 Marketing & Promotions 
 3. Sinking fund for capital replacement/end of life. 
 
 

Site Operator/Café Leasee (on-site resident) 
to deliver: 

1. Café 
2. Visitor Welcome Centre 
3. All Site Management including: 

 
3.1 Grounds Maintenance – cleaning, waste removal, security, repairs & maintenance 
3.2 Caretaking 
3.3 Outgoings – electricity, power, water, gas, rates 
3.4 Insurance 
3.5 Communications, licences, OH&S compliance 
3.6 Weekly reporting 
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1. Hours of Operation 

Business Plan based on the following hours of operation: 

October-March 10am to 5pm* (tbc) – five days per week, open Thur-Mon 

April-September 10am to 4pm* (tbc) – five days per week, open Thur-Mon 

Permit Application Hours - 9am - 7pm, 7 days a week (though the standard operating hours are less than the Permit Application Hours requested, 
it is hoped that the venue can operate for additional hours for special events) 

Hours of Operation may extend to full permit application hours, subject to demand. 

*Closed Christmas or due to Hazardous Weather 

 

2. Employment (direct only) 

Employment figures noted (below) are direct jobs only. They do not include additional employment generated due to spending by visitors extending 
their stay in the region, nor additional Tasmanian jobs from embedded labour for goods and services required to construct the Artwork. 

 

 Construction Phase 

 
ROLE FTE 

Project Management 2 (one year) 

Construction 64 PTE (8 months) 

TOTAL: 28 FTEs 
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Operations – ongoing (annual) 

 
ROLE STATUS PEOPLE FTE 

Marketing CONTRACT (PAYG) 2 x 0.5 1.0 

Management/Operations CONTRACT 2 x 1.0 2.0 

Front of House CASUAL 4 x 0.5 2.0 

Café Staff CASUAL 2 x 0.5 1.0 

Cleaners (General) CASUAL 1 X 0.5 0.5 

Cleaners (Mirrors) CASUAL 1 x 0.5 0.5 

TOTAL:   7.0 FTEs 
 
Direct and Indirect Employment Impact 
 
The project will create 28 new jobs (FTE) during construction and 28 jobs (FTE) ongoing.3 

 

 
  

 

3 Economic Impact Analysis DarkLab TRANSFORMER Project, October 2020, IPM 
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Project: Stakeholder Management 
Category Stakeholder Name Reporting/ Communication Targets 

Federal Government Australian Government Quarterly (first 12 mths) then 
Annual (tbc) 

Attendances,  
Economic Impact 

State Government Tasmanian Government including 
- Dept of State Growth 
- Tourism Tasmania 
- Dept of Premier and Cabinet 
- Office of the Co-ordinator General 
- Sustainable Timbers Tasmania (neighbouring 
property) 

Quarterly (first 12 mths) then 
Annual (tbc) 

Attendances,  
Economic Impact 

Land Owner Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Service Quarterly (first 12 mths) then 
Annual 

Attendances, Impact 

Local Government Huon Valley Council Quarterly (first 12 mths) then 
Annual 

Attendances,  
Economic Impact 

Indigenous Community Local land custodians To be defined To be defined through 
consultation 

Local Community - Tourism Industry Council Tasmania 
- Ida Bay Railway Preservation Society 
- Destination Southern Tasmania 
- Far South Tasmania 
- Far South Future Inc 
- Dover and South Action Group 
- Geeveston Progress Association 
- Geeveston History + Archive Society  
- Huon Valley Residents and Ratepayers Association 
- Huon Valley Arts Network  
- Huon Valley Arts and Culture Committee 

Regular contact, as required 
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- Bob Brown Foundation 
- Wilderness Society 
- Birdlife Tas 
- Tasmanian Land Conservancy 
- Environment Tasmania 
- Brand Tasmania 
- Heritage Council 
- Tasmanian Hospitality Assoc 
+ neighbours, residents and local businesses as 
identified 
 

Media The Mercury 
ABC 
Huon News 
Tasmania’s Pristine South 
 

Regular contact, as required  

 

Project: Insurance 
Type Coverage 

PLI $50 million 

Business Interruption Expected annual turnover - $250,000 

Building Insurance Insured to value - $5 million 
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Project: Marketing 

Market Analysis 
Customer 
demographics: 

LOCAL 
● People interested in art, culture and environment 
● People working in the creative industries / arts and culture 
● Families 
INTERSTATE / INTERNATIONAL 
● Tourists (culture-driven, environment-driven) 

Market position: PLACE 
The Artwork offers a unique destination for art and environment visitors, only 90 minutes drive from Hobart 
PRODUCT 
The Artwork is a ‘destination’ attraction by an internationally significant artist. There are few examples of 
destination artworks in Australia. 
Accessible for families, the elderly and people with disabilities 
PRICE 
Affordable entry, reasonable price. Compares to Tahune AirWalk attractions. 

Unique Selling 
Position: 

Major international artwork in Tasmanian natural bush setting only 90 minutes drive from Hobart. 

Anticipated demand: Anticipated strong demand due to number of unique factors including the location, quality of the 
product/offering and integrity of the producer, Mona and Dark Mofo. 

Growth potential: It is budgeted for visitation to the Artwork to grow by 2% per annum (post-COVID).  
Growth - visitors to Tasmania – 4% increase 2018 to 2019* 
Note: growth in visitation in Southern Tasmania remained static from 2018 to 2019* 
*Tourism Tasmania ‘Snapshot’, June 2019 
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Marketing – Brand Values, Audience, Attractors  
 

BRAND VALUES 
Authentic 
Sustainable 
Creative 
Environmental 
Accessible 

 
TARGET AUDIENCE 

● Culturally adventurous locals 
● Tourists (culture-driven, environmental) 
● Flow on traffic from other venues, events (eg Mona, Dark Mofo) 

 

KEY ATTRACTORS 
● Visual attractor ie spectacular structure in unexpected location 
● Opportunities for photography and ‘instagram’ moments at various moments during the day as the light changes 
● Major international artist 
● One of very few major destination artworks in Australia 
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Marketing Plan (preliminary) 
OBJECTIVE 

Achieve 30,000+ visits annually 

STRATEGIES 
1. Raise awareness through diverse media channels 
2. Leverage the current attendance at Hastings Caves and Thermal Springs (30,000 per annum) and the Tahune AirWalk (80,000 per annum) 
3. Deliver and maintain an annual marketing campaign that uses the current Mona and Dark Mofo followers (Dark Mofo database 85,000) to visit 

the Artwork and surrounding region 
4. Promote the Artwork during Dark Mofo to attract visitors during the winter off-season (Dark Mofo 2019: total attendances 242,437; 

interstate/international visitors 19,609) 
 
ADVERTISING & PROMOTION Detail Target date 
Digital: Website Digital presence 

Communicate offering 
Project website launch – 2021 
Ongoing updates 

Social:  
Facebook + Instagram 

Digital presence 
Community engagement 
Communicate offering 

Ongoing 

Launch Event Experiential event - details tbc June 2022 
Opening Event Details tbc June 2022 
Advertising Cross Media (statewide, national, international – selected media) Ongoing 

 
MEDIA & PR Detail Target date 

Dark Mofo: Visiting Journalists Program Communication of Artwork to key local, national + international 
media during peak festival period 

June 2022 (tbc) 
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Project: Future Capital Replacement/End of Life Provision Fund 

 
The art project and precinct are designed to be low maintenance with minimal capital upgrades required. The annual budget makes provision for a 
sinking fund to support these upgrades. 
 
The proposed business is supported by a sustainable business plan. In the event that the current operator (DarkLab Pty Ltd) no longer wishes to run 
the business, the business can be sold to a third party on approval of Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Service. Funds set aside in the sinking fund will be 
made available to facilitate the sale and handover of the business and cover loss of income resulting from any non-operational period resulting from 
this change of ownership. 
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Tourism Tasmania 

Level 3, 15 Murray Street, Hobart TAS 7000 
GPO Box 399 Hobart TAS 7001 Australia 
Ph (03) 6165 5334  
www.tourismtasmania.com.au 
 

 
 
 
 
To whom it may concern 
 
 
 
I would like to express Tourism Tasmania’s ongoing support for Project X and the installation of a 
large scale public artwork in the Huon Valley by DarkLab. 
 
Project X has been an important part of the economic and social recovery of the community after the 
bushfires in early 2019 resulted in prolonged road closures and damage to Tahune Airwalk.  
 
The damage and extended closure of the Tahune Airwalk has extended the impact to both 
communities and tourism operators in the area over the peak tourist season and across the year.  

One of the government’s key focus is on increasing the regional dispersal and yield of visitors to 
ensure more Tasmanians share in the benefits of the visitor economy. The development of brand 
aligned products and experiences in regional areas is key to delivering on this objective.  
 
A recent T21 Reimagining Our Regions project is focussed on the Huon and Far South region. The 
installation of a significant artwork in this region will boost the visitor experience and has the 
potential to significantly grow demand to the area. 
 
Tourism Tasmania has provided financial and marketing support for the development of Project X. 
The installation of a major artwork by a significant international artist, planned for the next stage of 
the project, will provide a significant impact on the visitor economy of the region as well as 
contributing significantly to the Tasmanian destination brand.  
 

Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
John Fitzgerald 
Chief Executive Officer 
4 November 2019  

 

 

 

 

1 November, 2019  

 

 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

I am writing in support of the major public artwork by international artist Doug Aitken in the Huon 
Valley.  

This initiative delivers on Priority Two of the Far South’s Destination Action Plan (DAP): to improve 
the visitor experience through the development of more attractions that celebrate the existing 
assets of the region; and also by integrating the arts into visitor experiences.  

This “destination artwork” project stands to add enormous value to both locals and visitors to the 
Huon Valley in that it is a creative and innovative tool to engage visitors more deeply in the region. 
Since the closure of the region’s major demand driver, Tahune Adventures, after the 2019 bushfires, 
the visitor economy of the Huon Valley and Far South has acutely felt the decline in local visitor 
activity. Many of the businesses in that region are very small-scale and the impact of a low-yielding 
peak season in 2019 will be felt for a long time to come. 

Furthermore, the development of the Southern Drive Journey (currently under curation by the 
Department of State Growth, Tourism Tasmania and Destination Southern Tasmania, and expected 
to be implemented in 2020) will provide a substantial marketing platform for the artwork, and 
reciprocally, the artwork will undoubtedly generate more interest in the Southern Drive Journey.  

Finally, this project highlights one of the key brand values of the region: creativity. Destination 
Southern Tasmania views the arts and creativity as a very strong brand value of the Huon Valley, and 
in light of that, we heartily support any project that shines a light on this creativity, promotes 
community inclusion, and celebrates diversity and artistic expression. This project ticks all of those 
boxes, and more. 

Destination Southern Tasmania fully supports this initiative by DarkLab and will also support 
marketing of the initiative through our marketing channels. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Alex Heroys 

CEO 

Letters of Support 
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